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Construction videos at your finger tips..

Using the latest QR code* technology we have  
updated all our construction guides to give you 
instant access to all our construction videos.

No typing, no searching for the right video, just a 
simple scan (1) of the code with your smart phone 
and you’ll be instantly connected to that construction 
video (2). Perfect for when you’re outdoors and could 
do with the reassurance of seeing what you’ve got to 
do next.

Try this one, and watch to see the 
tools you’ll need to construct.

* If you haven’t got a smart phone, simply type the
address shown underneath the QR code into your
web browser to watch the video.
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Make no mistake constructing a polytunnel is not a 
little project to amuse yourself over an idle Sunday 
afternoon. A 14ft x 25ft can be constructed in a day 
by knowledgeable constructors but it would be 
prudent to pencil in two days for a ‘virgin’ constructor. 
The flip side is th t if you can put together a piece of 
fl t-pack furniture, you should have no real trouble in 
constructing your polytunnel. We suggest performing 
construction in stages;

■ Find a comfy armchair and
armed with a cup of tea (Tea
Bag Enclosed) familiarise
yourself with the instructions
– Please use the checklist
supplied with your polytunnel
and also the diagrams at the
end of these instructions to
identify the individual parts and
components.

Introduction

The instructions may not be in the order that 
suits your particular polytunnel and therefore a 
little time now will save a lot later.

■ Assemble your doors and frames - Constructing
the doors in the warmth of your garage or the drive,
before the first hole has e en been dug, is easier and
quicker than trying to do that in the wind and rain on
the garden lawn.

■ Dig the holes and set the foundations – Depending
on the soil conditions, this can sometimes prove to be
the most time consuming aspect.

■ Erect the framework

■ Finally wait for a calm day and perform the covering-
You will find a se ond pair of hands very useful at this
stage.

Taking a more logical, step by step approach allows 
you to assimilate and follow the instructions better. It 
should also produce an easier and hopefully a more 
enjoyable experience. 

If you are experiencing problems with your polytunnel 
construction, you can call us between 9am & 5pm on 
01282 601253 during the week.  
If you require advice during the weekend, you can call 
us between 9am & 5pm on 07801 601253. 

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V11
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Tools Required
This is a list of the basic tools required. Additional 
polytunnel accessories will have a supplementary 
tool list.

Tube Identifi ation
Example of tube description: 25/50FS

Plain End (P)
Normal tube end.

Flattened  End (F)
The end of the tube will be a 
rounded shape and the tube 
squashed fl t together. 
There is also a drilled hole.

Swaged End (S)
The diameter of the tubing is 
reduced at the end to enable it to 
slot together with another piece of 
plain tube.

■ Spade   ■ Tape Measure   ■ Sharp Knife
■ Battery Drill (or similar)  ■ Philips Screwdriver
■ Wood Saw   ■ 13mm Spanner x 2
■ String Line   ■ Marker Pen  ■ Spirit Level
■ Staple Gun (optional)  ■ Hammer

Parts code
Each bag of parts has a Code e.g.  Q25  
see page 53 to 57 for Part descriptions and coding.

25mm

50cm

S

F

Diameter of tube 
in millimetres

Length of tube 
in centimetres

End shape
of tube: 
Flattened (F)
Swaged (S)
Plain (P)

1
2

* QR software is a widely available FREE app.

Wifi or internet connection required.

Preparation

QR Codes (Quick Response) continued
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1. Polytunnel Site

Polytunnel Position
When choosing your site, try to ensure that you have 
approximately 1 metre of working area around the 
proposed site. Try to avoid areas close to trees or 
bushes as roots can be a problem when digging in your 
foundation tubes. Your chosen site should be level from 
side to side but can slope from end to end. The hoops of 
your polytunnel should always be positioned vertically.

 General
■ Please keep children and pets away from the
work area.
■ If any holes are not to be filled or a period of
time, please cover them over.
■ Keep the working area free of tools and parts.
■ Always wear safety glasses, ear defenders and
a face mask where applicable.
■ Wear gloves when working with the metal
parts.
■ Never wear loose clothing, hanging hair or
jewellery.
■ Always use sharp tools.
■ Never carry any sharp tools in your pocket.
■ Never use yourself or anyone else for support.
■ Heavy items  – Don’t try lifting a heavy item
by yourself, get some help.

 Ladders
■ Never overreach when working on a ladder or
steps.

NOTE:  Where ground levels are uneven, the 
foundation tubes in the lower level can be left 
protruding further above the ground by up to 
15cm.

Warnings

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V22

■ Reposition a ladder to avoid the risk of
overbalancing.
■ Make sure you are well balanced for the start
and the finish of an ope ation.
■ Always use stabilisers, ties or get somebody
to stand on the bottom of ladders.
■ Use the ladder rule – one measure out for
every four measures in height.
■ Ladders should be placed on a fi m level
surface.

■ The top should rest on something solid.

Electrical power tools
■ Always use RCD’s (Residual Current Devices)
when using power tools outdoors.
■ Never use in wet conditions.
■ Follow the safety instructions provided with
the tools.

WARNING: VERY SHARP EDGES
We recommend the use of Industrial gloves when handling 
these goods.



2. Option 1 of 3 Foundation Tubes & Anchor Plates

Foundation Tube Positioning and Fixing
Tools Required: Tape Measure, String Line, Hammer, 
Spade. 
Parts Required: 25/50PS.

Foundation tubes are 50cm long and are swaged at one 
end. Setting the foundation tubes correctly is the most 
important part of construction. Take care to ensure that 
they are in-line, spaced evenly and set at a consistent 
height, as this will dictate how well the finished product
will look and perform. Take all measurements from 
the centre of these tubes.  Mark out the length of your 
chosen polytunnel (e.g. 10ft, 15ft, long etc), and using 
the foundation tubes as markers, drive in a tube every 
5ft - drive in the foundation tubes approx 5cm. (You are 
simply using the foundation tubes to indicate the final
position of the holes.)  Use a string line to ensure that 
the tubes are positioned in a straight line.  Measure 12ft 
across the width from this line and repeat (dia 2a).

Check for square by measuring across the diagonals. *We 
have listed the diagonal values for each polytunnel 
length, see page 58*. This distance should be equal 
within approximately 5cm. If not, adjust the position of 
the tubes.

Remove one of the foundation tubes and dig a hole 
approx. 40cm square and 40cm deep.  Drive a foundation 
tube into the bottom of the hole until just the swage 
remains protruding above ground level (dia. 2c).

When driving the foundation tubes into 
position, use a piece of timber to avoid damaging 

the end of the tubes.

TIP

A triangle measuring 3, 4 & 5 units makes 
a right angle.

Hoop spacing

5ft

a

b

a = b

3
5

4
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2b

Foundation 
Tube

2c

2a

5ft

10ft

15ft

12ft
Tunnel widthTunnel length
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Anchor Plate Fixing
Tools Required: 13mm Spanner, Spade.

Parts Required: AP25, EX25.

Bolt one tube clamp (EX25) at the bottom of the tube, 
place the anchor plate over the tube until it locates on 
the clamp and then bolt another clamp on top. Ensure 
that both clamps are tightened directly next to the plate 
(dia 2e). Finally, after checking all measurements and 
the alignment, back-fill the holes and compact the earth
firmly

String line

2d

Foundation Tube 
(25/50PS)

Tube Clamp 
(EX25)

Anchor  
Plate 
(AP25)

2e

2. Foundation Tubes & Anchor Plates

Use a string line and tape measure to ensure that the 
position of the tube is in line and correctly spaced  
(dia. 2d).  Repeat this process for the remaining three 
corners.  

With the four corner tubes now in position, run a line 
down each side (the polytunnel length) and drive in the 
intermediate foundation tubes again ensuring that they 
are correctly spaced, inline and at the same height 

String line

Hole
40cm x 40cm x 40cm

Note: An alternative to Anchor Plates is to set the 
foundation tubes in concrete.  Backfill the hole
using a 5 part aggregate to 1 part cement mix.
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2. Option 2 of 3: Base Plates

Tools Required: 14mm Masonry Drill, 13mm Socket, 
6in Extension.

Parts Required: BPD1, LB825/CS850.

Base Plates replace foundation tubes when fixing
polytunnels to a hard standing area, ie onto concrete, 
stone, flag , decking and sleepers etc. 

Mark out the position of each plate using the same 
method as when setting foundation tubes (see page 5). 
Drill a hole using an 14mm masonry drill bit at each point 
marked. Using the fixings supplied, the plate can then be 
secured through the hole down the centre of the tube 
(dia. 2f). A 13mm socket and extension will be required 
to complete this operation (dia. 2h).

If you are fixing our polytunnel to a wooden base, use 
the supplied coach screw to secure the plate through 
the hole down the centre of the tube (dia. 2g). A 13mm 
socket and extension will be required to complete this 
operation (dia. 2h)

Your hoops will then locate down the inside of the base 
plate tube.

2h

Socket

Extension

2f
Shield Bolt 
(LB825)

Shield Bolt 
(LB825)

Base Plate 
(BPD1)

2g

Coach Screw 
(CS850)

Base plate 
(BPD1)

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V39
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2. Option 3 of 3: Screw Anchors

Tools Required:  Tape Measure, String Line and Level.

Parts Required: SA1, SATB.

Screw Anchors can only be used where the ground 
conditions are relatively stone free and reasonably level 
across the width. 
Screw Anchors are 75cm long, tapered at one end and 
has two welded augers. Setting the screw anchors 
correctly is the most important part of the construction. 
Take care to ensure that they are in-line, spaced evenly 
and set at a consistent height as this will dictate how well 
the finished structure will look and perform.
Take all measurements from the centre of the screw 
anchors. Mark out the length of your chosen polytunnel 
(e.g. 10ft, 15ft, long etc), and using the screw anchors as 
markers, drive one into the ground every 5ft – drive in 
the screw anchor approx. 10cm. (You are simply using 
the screw anchors to indicate the final position). Use a 
string line to make sure that they are positioned in a 
straight line.
Measure 10ft across the width and repeat for the 
opposite side.
Check for square by measuring across the diagonals. This 
distance should be equal within approximately 5cm. If 
not, adjust the position of the screw anchors (see dia. 2b 
for help on how to check for square using the 3,4,5 
triangle).
Starting with a corner, wind the screw anchor into the 
ground, (using the Turning Bar provided), until the bar 
stop is at ground level (dia.2i). Repeat this process for the 
remaining three corners using a string line to ensure they 
are level. 
With the four corner screw anchors now in position, run a 
string line down each side (the polytunnel length) and 
wind in the intermediate screw anchors again ensuring 
that they are correctly spaced, inline and at the same 
height.
Your hoops will then locate down the inside of the screw 
anchor and must be pushed down until they reach the 
internal hoop stop.

8

Note: If you hit any obstacles whilst setting the 
screw anchors you will need to excavate a hole 
and backfill using a 5 part aggregate to 1 part 
cement mix.
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NOTE:  The end hoops should be placed with the 
screw head facing to the inside of the polytunnel 
to prevent damaging the polythene cover. 

NOTE: It is normal practice for the hoops to be 
put under pressure to get the required width. Do 
not assume that the hoop when assembled is the 
correct width, it will look wider until positoned 
onto the foundation tubes/base plates.

Parts Required: 
Four Piece Hoop IHS4, IHP4, OHS2, SDS55, DB73946.
Two Piece Hoop LHPP12, RHPS12, SDS55, DB73946

Each hoop of the polytunnel is made in either four 
pieces; 2 outer hoops OHS2 (with swaged joints) 
incorporating the straight side, and 2 inner hoops (1 
inner hoop piece is plain at both ends, the other inner 
hoop piece is swaged at one end and plain the other) 
(dia. 3a) OR two pieces LHPP12 and RHPS12. These 
pieces join together through the use of swaged joints 
(dia. 3b) and should be assembled on a section of level 
ground and fixed together using self-drill screws 
(SDS55) through the side of the hoop (dia. 3c).

Using a drill with the supplied Socket (DB73946) screw 
together the two tubes. The screws will drill their own 
hole and tap themselves into position. Please be careful 
not to strip the thread by over tightening. 

3. Hoops

3a

Outer hoop
OHS2

Inner hoop
IHS4

Outer hoop
OHS2

Inner hoop
IHP4

3b

TIP
 

 
The screws are designed to drill their 

own hole. The method we �nd best is to start 
slowly and once the drill tip of the screw has 

begun to bite into the tube, press home �rmly 
and increase speed.  

You may �nd drilling a small pilot hole �rst 
may prove helpful if you still continue 

to struggle. 

3c Driver Bit 
(DB73946)

Self Drill Screw 
(SDS55)

Before placing the hoops onto the foundation tubes, 
try to work out how many ‘Q’ clips (Q25) you require 
for stabilisers, crop bars, staging, etc. This will make 
life easier when moving onto the further stages of 
construction. However, if you do forget to fit the ‘Q’ clips 
before assembling the polytunnel hoops, don’t worry 
because these clamps can be levered apart and placed 
around the hoops without too much difficu y. The whole 
hoop should now be lifted into position and located on 
the respective foundation tubes.

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V14
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4. Ridge Assembly

Parts Required: 25/152PP, 25/157PS, R2525, SPT1, 
SDS55, DB73946.

Your ridge will normally be supplied in several sections 
which slot together to make up the length of your 
polytunnel. 

Start with the (25/152PP) section, place in position 
using ridge clamps (R2525) (dia. 4c). Work along adding 
sections of ridge (25/157PS) and fixing under the entre 
of each hoop using the ridge clamps (R2525). Each clamp 
should bridge both the ridge joint and the hoop joint to 
prevent the sections from coming apart (dia. 4a and 4b).

Tighten the end clamps with the end of the ridge tube 
protruding as little as possible through the clamp 
(dia 4c). Make sure the threaded section of the clamp is 
to the inside of the polytunnel. Do not over tighten.

Ridge tube ends only - Use the silver protection tape 
(SPT1) to wrap around the ridge clamps and ridge tube 
ends to prevent any damage to the polythene cover 
(dia. 4d).

When the ridge sections have been slotted together they 
should be secured in place with a self-drill screw (SDS55).

Twin Support Braces 

Twin Support Braces are an optional extra.
If you have not ordered Twin Support Braces 
please ignore this section.
Twin support braces are fit ed to either side of the ridge.

They fit ogether in the same way and use the same parts 
as in the ridge assembly above.

They can be positioned anywhere either side of the 
original ridge, but they must avoid the crop bars and 
storm stays.

We recommend that they are fit ed after the crop bars 
and storm stays.

4d

4b

4c

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V15
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Clamp

Hoop

Tube joint

Ridge tubeBracket

Nuts
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5. Corner Stabilisers

Parts Required: Q25, 25/50FS, 25/157FP, SDS55, 
DB73946.

In order to strengthen your polytunnel end hoops 
against extreme winds it is necessary to stabilise them 
with the adjacent hoops. This is done through the use of 
four stabiliser bars (one at each corner) (dia. 5a).

The stabiliser bars are supplied in 2 pieces. One piece of 
tube measures 157cm long (25/157FP) and is fl ttened at 
one end and plain at the opposite end. The other piece 
of tube is an extension tube and measures 50cm long 
(25/50FS) with one end fl ttened and the opposite end 
swaged (dia. 5b).

5a

5d

Q25

25/50FS

5c

Q25

25/132FP
Hoop

End hoop

20cm

25/157FP

25/50FS

5b

Hoop

End hoop

Join these together by slotting the swaged end into the 
plain end and bolt to the second hoop using a ‘Q’ clip 
(Q25). Tighten the ‘Q’ clip in position 20cm up from the 
base (dia. 5b). The stabiliser will then angle up to the end 
hoop and the ‘Q’ clip should be slid up or down the hoop 
and finally tig tened in position when the end hoops are 
vertical (dia. 5d). Finally, fix the 2 pie es of tube together 
securely using a self-drill screw (SDS55). Repeat this 
procedure at each corner of the polytunnel.

NOTE:  When using ‘Q’ clips, the fl t part of the 
bar should go down one side of the ‘Q’ Clip and 
not in between the two prongs of the “Q’ Clip 
(dia. 5c).

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V16
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6. Door Rails

Parts Required: Q25, 25/157FP, 25/50FS, SDS55, 
DB73946.

‘Door rails’ run across the width of the polytunnel on the 
end hoops only (dia. 6a).

Door rails are supplied in 2 pieces. One piece of tube 
measures 157cm long (25/157FP) and is fl ttened at 
one end and plain at the opposite end. The other piece 
of tube is an extension tube and measures 50cm long 
(25/50FS) with one end fl ttened and the opposite end 
swaged (dia. 6b).

Join the two pieces together by slotting the swaged end 
into the plain end and fix ogether securely using a self-
drill screw (SDS55) (making sure the fl t ends are inline). 
Clamp these bars across the hoop horizontally using ‘Q’ 
clips (Q25) (dia. 6c) and adjust the door rails until it is 
level before finally tig tening.

6a

6c

Q25
25/157FP

Hoop

Q25

Q25

25/157FP

25/50FS

6b

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V18
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6. Crop Bars

Parts Required: Q25, 25/157FP, 25/50FS, SDS55, 
DB73946.

‘Crop bars’ run across the width of the polytunnel on one 
or more of the intermediate hoops (dia. 6a).

Crop bars are supplied in 2 pieces. One piece of tube 
measures 157cm long (25/157FP) and is fl ttened at 
one end and plain at the opposite end. The other piece 
of tube is an extension tube and measures 50cm long 
(25/50FS) with one end fl ttened and the opposite end 
swaged (dia. 6b).

Join the two pieces together by slotting the swaged end 
into the plain end and fix ogether securely using a self-
drill screw (SDS55) (making sure the fl t ends are inline). 
Clamp these bars across the hoop horizontally using ‘Q’ 
clips (Q25) (dia. 6c) and adjust the crop bar until its is 
level before finally tig tening.

Crop Bars Vertical Brace
Parts Required: Q25 25/30FF90˚.

1 per crop bar. Each brace fi es vertically from the crop 
bar up to the ridge tube using Q clips (Q25).

Supplied as one 25mm piece of tubing measuring 30cm 
long (25/30FF90˚) with both ends fl ttened at an 90˚ 
angle to each other. Once in position the brace can 
be slid along the ridge to adjust the crop bar height if 
required (dia. 6d).

NOTE:  Crop bars cannot be fit ed on the two end 
hoops.

6a

6c

Q25
25/157FP

Hoop

Q25

Q25

25/157FP

25/50FS

6b

Crop Bars are an optional extra.
If you have not ordered Crop Bars please 
ignore this section.

Q25

Q25

25/30FF90˚

6d Ridge Intermediate hoop

Crop bar

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V19
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7. Storm Stays

Parts Required: Q25, 25/30FF.

‘Storm Stays’ (25/30FF) are fitted on all intermediate 
hoops of your Polytunnel structure. They are fitted using 
‘Q’ clips and should be positioned internally so that they 
span the joints of the hoops. They are not fitted onto 
the end hoops (dia. 7a). 

Storm Stays are NOT required on a two piece hoop .

7a
Q25

Q25
25/30FF

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V41
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8. Staging Supports

Parts Required: 25/76FF, 25/76FP, 25/30FF, Q25, 
ICT25, STJOIN.

These supports are three-piece. The 76cm long (25/76FF) 
staging top tube is fl ttened and punched in-line at 
both ends whilst the staging leg measures 76cm long 
(25/76FP) and is fl ttened and punched at one end only. 
The 30cm long (25/30FF) diagonal brace is fl ttened and 
punched at both ends (dia. 8a).

The staging top tube is clamped to the hoop horizontally 
using ‘Q’ Clips (Q25) and the staging leg is bolted 
vertically to the opposite end using the hex bolt & nut 
(STJOIN). Adjust the ‘Q’ Clip up or down the hoop until 
the top is level. Once the top is level and the leg is 
vertical the diagonal brace can be fit ed.

On soil based polytunnels, place a solid  block under 
each leg to prevent the leg from sinking.

Please note the maximum thickness of timber that can 
be clamped is 45mm (the mimimum using the bolts 
supplied is 30mm).  You will require shorter bolts if using 
thinner timber (dia. 8b and 8c).

8b

Hoop

Hoop

Hoop

Typical Staging Top Configuratio

Staging Supports are an optional extra.
If you have not ordered Staging Supports 
please ignore this section.

ICT25

ICT25

ICT25

8a
Q25

Q25

Q25

25/30FF
Staging leg 
(25/76FP)

Hoop

Staging Top (25/76FF)

8c

45mm
Max thickness

ICT25

Staging Top (25/76FF)

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V21
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9. Hinged Door & Door Frame Assembly

Door Assembly 
Parts Required: DDFK1, SID or WID.

Constructing the doors in the warmth of your garage or 
on a hard flat surface is easier than trying to perform the
operation in site. 

Each door (Standard inner door or Wide inner door) is 
made up of two legs (50mm x 50mm x 1.8m long) and 
three cross pieces of the same timber (varying in length 
depending on your chosen door width). The door legs 
need to be drilled with three holes; two holes 3cm from 
each end and a further hole offset 65cm from one end, 
using a 4mm drill bit (dia. 9a).

Place a 3in screw in each hole and line up the crosspieces 
centrally with this hole. When you are happy with the 
alignment, screw them into place (dia. 9b). At each 
corner across the joint on one side of the door, nail a 
metal plate using the twisted nails (dia. 9c and 9d) and 
one across each of the centre joints.

Door Frame Assembly
Parts Required: DFAK1, ODF.

Each ‘Outer Door Frame’ (ODF) regardless of whether 
it is for a standard door, wide door or double door, is 
assembled using the same method and will comprise 10 
pieces of timber (dia. 9e), these being: 
• Two door posts 47mm x 75mm x 2.4m long.
• The door top is a single piece of timber measuring
47mm x 75mm x 1.6m long.
• The remaining seven pieces are 19mm x 38mm x 1.8m
battens, one of which will be used shortly, and the rest
will be used later for fixing the main polythene over.
Using the previously assembled door place (or in the
case of double doors place two adjacent to each other)
on a fl t surface, with metal plates facing up, place a door
post along each side of the door. Leave a gap of 4mm,
between one of the door posts and the door (dia. 9f).

9e

9c

9a

9d

Tools Required Hacksaw, Wood saw, Sharp knife, 
Phillips screwdriver, Staple gun (optional), 4mm Drill bit, 
6mm Drill bit, 9mm Drill bit, Marker pen, 13mm Spanner, 
Spirit Level.

9f

Door

Door post

NOTE: The upper section of the door which will 
be covered in net is the smaller of the rectangles.

9b

65cm

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V38
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9. Hinged Door & Door Frame Assembly continued

9g

The 1.6m door top timber (this length suits all three 
variations in door width) should then be cut to fit
between the two-door posts (dia. 9g).

The top of the door timber should be 24cm down from 
the top of the door posts. Drill a 6mm hole in each post 
to line up with the centre of the top timber. When you 
are happy with the alignment of the door top, nail in 
position through the two holes using a 6in nail (DFAK1) 
(dia. 9h).

Nail the 19mm x 38mm batten across the door posts 
7.5cm up from the base (dia. 9i). This keeps the base of 
the door posts at a constant width. The bottom of the 
door posts, including the batten, will then be buried in a 
trench at each end of the polytunnel up to the bottom of 
the inner door. 

The joint on the door top lintel to the door post can now 
be reinfored through the use of a nail plate on each side 
of the joint, using the 3cm twisted nails (DFAK1) (dia. 9j).

Fix the hinges (DDFK1) in place making sure there is at 
least a 4mm gap between the door top and lintel.  
Screw each hinge to the door post and door leaving a 
slight gap of 4mm, use all 8 screws for each hinge  
(dia. 9k).

9j

9h

=

=

Make sure that the overhang of the 2 door 
post is of equal length 

9i

9k

Door

Door postScrew

NOTE:   The doors are designed to open inwards 
or outwards, the inside of the door is the side 
containing the nail plate. Before fitting the
hinges decide which door post to use as this will 
dictate which way your door will open. The door 
can only be fit ed to open outwards once the 
main cover has been fit ed.
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9. Hinged Door & Door Frame Assembly continued

Door Covering 
Parts Required: NP1, PP2, DDFK1.

Make a note which is the top of the door (this is the 
smaller of the rectangles) and remove it from the frame 
and place on a fl t surface. Tack the net panel to the top 
section of the door and the polythene panel to the bot-
tom half, a staple gun comes in handy here (dia. 9l). Try 
and get some tension on these two panels to avoid any 
creases or wrinkles. Finally, hold the panels in place by 
nailing battens around the frame (dia. 9m) and then trim 
off the aste polythene (on the side without the metal 
plates) and net (dia. 9n).

Refit the door i to the door frame (dia. 9o).  
Fit the hasp and staple (DDFK1) only when the main 
cover has been fi ed, use all 8 screws (dia. 9p).

9l

Top

Bottom

9m

Top

Bottom

9n

Top

Bottom

9o

9p

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V37
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9. Hinged Door & Door Frame Assembly continued

9r

9q

90cm

160cm

110cm

9s

9t

Fixing Door Frames To Door Rails
Parts Required: P25.

If the polytunnel is to be fixed to a hard standing please
go to page 16.

You are required to dig a small trench approx. at a 
depth of 30cm and 20cm wide and at a length that 
accommodates your door width (dia.9q.) The length of 
trench to dig for a Standard door is 90cm, a Wide door 
is 110cm and a Double door is 160cm. NB the 
measurement for the trench is longer than the 
assembled door.
Position the door and frame in the trench making sure 
there is a gap under the door to allow for opening 
(dia. 9r). Centralise the frame under the door rail 
ensuring that the post is vertical with a spirit level and 
mark the door post legs under the door rail (dia. 9s). Cut 
the post on this mark, prise open the ‘P’ clips (P25) and 
place around the door rail with the leg of the ‘P’ clip (P25) 
to the outside. Both prongs of the P Clip (P25) should 
then run down the front (outer) face of the door post 
where it is held in place with screws (dia. 9t).

When you are happy with the alignment of the door 
frame you can backfill the t ench, making sure that the 
frame is still vertical as you go.

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V33
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9. Hinged Door & Door Frame Assembly continued.

20

Fixing Door Frames to Door Rails with a 
Hard Base
Parts Required: P25, ODF DFPP, LB825.

If your polytunnel is fi ed to a hard standing then the 
door frames will not be buried in a trench. It will be 
necessary (ideally when assembling the door frame) to 
nail the 19mm x 38mm batten across the door post at a 
height which is above the bottom of the inner door.  
The door post should be cut off 12mm bel w the bottom 
edge of the door. Centralise the frame under the door rail 
and mark the door post legs under the rail (dia. 9u). 
Cut the post on this mark, prise open the ‘P’ clips (P25) 
and place around the rail with the leg of the ‘P’ clips (P25) 
to the outside. Both prongs of the P Clip should then run 
down from the front (outer) face of the door post where 
it is held in place with screws (dia. 9v). Make sure each 
post is vertical with a level, mark the position of the door 
frame post plates (DFPP) on the inside of the polytunnel 
onto the concrete, Fix the base of the plate to the floor
using the Rawl Plug (dia. 9w) and then the door post 
frame can be fi ed using the screw (DFPP), only use the 
screw in the top right hole. (dia. 9w detail).  
When in position, remove the 19mm x 38mm batten.

9w

WARNING:  Do not allow the door to open inwards more than 90º. This will prevent any 
damage to the polythene cover from the top corner of the door. To prevent wind damage, 
do not leave covered doors hanging in position unless the main cover is in place.

9u

9v

Door Drop Spike
Parts Required: SDFK1, DDHT, DDS.

Bolt the 2 x angled brackets to the door 9 cm up from 
the bottom, with the slot at the top (dia. 9x). Open the 
door to the required position, slide the drop spike down 
through both brackets and mark the position on the 
ground. 

9x 9y

Buried 
tube

9cm

Open the door and bury the tube in the required position 
(dia. 9y).

If your doors are on a hard standing, a hole will need to 
drilled in the concrete to accept the DDHT.   
Use a 12mm masonary bit.

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V32



10. Sliding Door & Door Frame Assembly

Tools Required Hacksaw, Wood saw, Sharp knife, 
Phillips screwdriver, Staple gun (optional), 4mm Drill bit, 
6mm Drill bit, 9mm Drill bit, Marker pen, 13mm Spanner, 
Spirit Level.

Door Assembly 
Parts Required: SDFK1, SID or WID.

Constructing the doors in the warmth of your garage or 
on a hard flat surface is easier than trying to perform the 
operation in site.  
Each door (Standard inner door or Wide inner door) is 
made up of two legs (50mm x 50mm x 1.8m long) and 
three cross pieces of the same timber (varying in length 
depending on your chosen door width). The door legs 
need to be drilled with three holes; two holes 3cm from 
each end and a further hole offset 65cm from one end, 
using a 4mm drill bit (dia. 10a).

Place a 3in screw in each hole and line up the crosspieces 
centrally with this hole. When you are happy with the 
alignment, screw them into place (dia. 10b). 

10b

10a

65cm

10e

10c

10d

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V34
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Door Covering 
Parts Required: PP2, DDFK1.
Make a note which is the top of the door (this is the 
smaller of the rectangles) and remove it from the frame 
and place on a flat surface. Tack the polythene panel to 
the top and bot-tom half, a staple gun comes in handy 
here (dia. 9l). Try and get some tension on these two 
panels to avoid any creases or wrinkles. Finally, hold the 
panels in place by nailing battens around the frame (dia. 
9m) and then trim off the waste polythene (on the side 
without the metal plates) (dia. 9n).



10. Sliding Door & Door Frame Assembly continued

The top of the door timber should be 24cm down from
the top of the door posts. Drill a 6mm hole in each post
to line up with the centre of the top timber. When you
are happy with the alignment of the door top, nail in
position through the two holes using a 6in nail (DFAK1)
(dia. 10f).

Nail the 19mm x 38mm batten across the door posts 
7.5cm up from the base (dia. 9g). This keeps the base of 
the door posts at a constant width. The bottom of the 
door posts, including the batten, will then be buried in a 
trench at each end of the polytunnel up to the bottom of 
the inner door. 

The joint on the door top lintel to the door post can now 
be reinfored through the use of a nail plate on each side 
of the joint, using the 3cm twisted nails (DFAK1)  
(dia. 10h).

Fixing wheels to Door
Parts Required: SDFK1.

The sliding door runs on two sets of wheels screwed to 
the top of the door. These wheels run in an aluminium 
track which is bolted to the outside of the door lintel 
after the tunnel has been covered.

Screw the wheel bracket to the top of the door 10cm 
from each end, and 5mm from one edge, use the screws 
supplied with the pack (dia. 10i). 
Screw the nut/washer onto the bolt leaving a gap 
between each for the bracket. Slide the nut into the slot 
on the side of the wheel assembly and screw the bolt up 
through.

Slide the head of the bolt under the bracket and tighten 
the nut/washer to secure the wheel assembly to the 
door. When the door is finally in position you can adjust 
the level by screwing/unscrewing the wheel assembly 
(dia. 10j).

10h

10f

=

=

Make sure that the overhang of the 2 door 
post is of equal length 

10g

10i

10j

5mm
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Door Frame Assembly
Parts Required: DFAK1, ODF.

Each ‘Outer Door Frame’ (ODF) regardless of whether 
it is for a standard door, wide door or double door, is 
assembled using the same method and will comprise 11 
pieces of timber, these being: 
• Two door posts 47mm x 75mm x 2.4m long.
• The door top is a single piece of timber measuring
47mm x 75mm x 1.6m long.
• The remaining seven pieces are 19mm x 38mm x 1.8m
battens, one of which will be used shortly, and the rest
will be used later for fixing the main polythene over.
Using the previously assembled door place (dia. 10c), or
in the case of double doors place two adjacent to each
other (dia. 10d) on a fl t surface, with metal plates facing
up, place a door post under each side of the door lining
up the edges.
The 1.6m door top timber (this length suits all three
variations in door width) should then be cut to fit
between the two-door posts (dia. 10e).



10. Sliding Door & Door Frame Assembly continued

10k

90cm

160cm

110cm

Fixing Door Frames to Door Rails
Parts Required: P25.

If the polytunnel is to be fixed to a hard standing please
go to next section. 
You are required to dig a small trench approx. at a depth 
of 30cm and 20cm wide and at a length that 
accommodates your door width (dia.10k.) The length of 
trench to dig for a Standard door is 90cm, a Wide door is 
110cm and a Double door is 160cm. NB the 
measurement for the trench is longer than the 
assembled door.
Position the frame in the trench (dia. 10l.) you need to 
make sure there is a gap under the door to allow for 
opening. The top of the lintel should be at the height of 
190cm which includes 1cm for the ground clearance 
(dia. 10m).  Centralise the frame under the door rail 
ensuring that the post is vertical with a spirit level and at 
the correct height, mark the door post legs under the 
door rail 
(dia.10n). Cut the post on this mark, prise open the ‘P’ 
clips (P25) and place around the rail with the leg of the ‘P’ 
clip (P25) to the outside. Both prongs of the P Clip (P25) 
should then run down the front (outer) face of the door 
post where it is held in place with screws  
(dia. 10n detail).

Sliding Door Support Rail Fixing
Parts Required: SDSRF25, TBR18, TIB18.

To help support the door when sliding, timber rails 
(75mm x 47mm x 1.8m) extend out from each door post 
to the hoop 30cm up from the ground (dia. 10o). Cut the 
rail to fit between the outer edge of the door post and
the inside of the hoop, make sure the rail is horizontal. 
Drill a 6mm hole in the door post to line up with the 
centre of the support rail, fix in position with a 6 nail.  
A ‘P’ clip should be used at the hoop and held in place 
with a self-drill screw. Once in place the door post /
support rail joint can be strengthen with a nail plate. 
Finally nail a single batten to the sliding door support 
rail, this will not be used as a rebate but is used to bring 
the polythene out to the correct position. 
When you are happy with the alignment of the door 
frame you can backfill the t ench, making sure that the 
frame is still vertical as you go.

10l

10o

10m

190cm

NOTE: You only need to add the sliding door 
support to the side where the door is to open.
Or in the case of double doors to both sides.

10n
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10. Sliding Door & Door Frame Assembly continued

Fixing Door Frames to Door Rails with a 
Hard Base
Parts Required: P25, ODF DFPP, LB825.

If your polytunnel is fi ed to a hard standing, then the 
door frames will not be buried in a trench. It will be 
necessary (ideally when assembling the door frame) to 
nail the 19mm x 38mm batten across the door post at a 
height which is above the bottom of the inner door  
(dia. 10p).  
The door post should be cut off t a point 190cm from 
the top of the lintel, this includes an extra 1cm for 
ground clearance (dia. 10q).  
Centralise the frame under the door rail and mark the 
door post legs under the rail (dia. 10n). 
Cut the post on this mark, prise open the ‘P’ clips (P25) 
and place around the rail with the leg of the ‘P’ clips (P25) 
to the outside. Both prongs of the P Clip should then run 
down from the front (outer) face of the door post where 
it is held in place with screws  
(dia. 10n detail).  
Make sure each post is vertical with a level, mark the 
position of the door frame post plates (DFPP) on the 
inside of the polytunnel onto the concrete, Fix the base 
of the plate to the floor using the awl Plug (dia. 10r) 
and then the door post frame can be fi ed using the 
screw (DFPP), only use the screw in the top right hole. 
You will need to pre-drill a small pilot hole through the 
metal nail plate. (dia. 10r detail).  
When in position, remove the 19mm x 38mm batten.

Door Frame Sliding Door Supports
Parts Required: SDSRF25, TBR18, TIB18 

Finally add the Door frame sliding door supports see 
(dia. 10o)

10p

Batten

Cut point

10r

10q

190cm
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11. Anti Hot Spot Tape

Parts Required: TA0001.

NOTE: Only fit this ta e in dry conditions 
otherwise the adhesive will not stick to the steel 
tubing. 

11a

11b

11c
‘P’ clip

NOTE: It is very important that this operation is 
done immediately prior to fixing the over 
– if you have ordered side ventilation then this
needs completing firs .

This self adhesive foam tape prolongs the life of your 
polythene cover by protecting the polythene against 
heat build up from the metal hoops and abrasion during 
extreme weather. 
First Tunnels would not construct a polytunnel without 
using anti hot spot tape. The tape should be placed over 
the top of each hoop (dia. 11a), where the polythene 
comes into contact with the metal. 
On the two ends hoops the tape should not be fi ed 
directly on the top or on the side but at an angle (dia. 11b). 
Small strips can be cut to cover any brackets that may 
come in contact with the polythene (dia.11c). 

Do not ‘wrap’ this tape around the tubes or along the 
polytunnel ridge section.

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V17
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12. Aluminium Base Rails

Parts Required: SAJ1, CCA25, ICA25, DPA1, SABR1530, 
SABR0610.

If you have purchased ‘Aluminium Base Rails’ for your 
polytunnel, the cover will be attached to this rail. It is 
important that you use anchor plates with this fixing
method to prevent the polytunnel from lifting.

Fixing the aluminium corner rails
Two of these are required for each corner. You are 
required to join the two rails together using (SAJ1) The 
method for creating the joined corner rails are described 
in detail in the following section. 

Place a corner clamp loosely on each of the corner hoops. 
Included in your aluminium kit will be single aluminium 
rails for the corners (SABR1530). Place the joined corner 
rail at ground level with the end of the rail positioned on 
the front face of the door post. 

NOTE:  When using single aluminium rails the 
lower edge of the rail containing the tee slot 
should preferably be placed towards the ground, 
if you are fitting the olytunnel onto a hard base 
then you will be required to position the tee slot 
towards the top.

Tools Required: Hacksaw, 13mm spanner, Rubber mallet (optional), Large fl t screwdriver.

12a

Aluminium rail joiners SAJ1 

Aluminium base rail 1.53m SABR 1530Aluminium base rail 61cm SABR0610

Corner rail 1.5m 
SABR1530

Example of 25ft tunnel

Corner clamp CCA25 Intermediate clamp ICA25 

Trim off any exces

12b Nut

Washer

Base rail

Base rail

Bolt

Fixing bolt

'U' bolt

Base rail

Bracket

Corner bracketNuts

End hoop12c Door post

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V31
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12. Aluminium Base Rails continued

Drill a 9mm hole through the centre of the door post in 
line with the tee slot in the rail. Slot a M8 x 60mm bolt 
(DPA1) onto the rail and insert into the pre-drilled hole 
in the door post and fix secu ely in place with a nut and 
washer (dia. 12b). 

At the corner, slide an M8 x 16mm bolt in the tee slot of 
the rail and through the corner clamp (dia. 12c). Tighten 
this bolt and the corner clamp to the hoop. You will find
that the ‘U’ bolt on the corner clamp locates in the tee 
slot when you tighten it in place. Repeat this procedure 
in all four corners before continuing to the next stage. 

Joining the aluminium rails
When two pieces of rail need to be joined together 
this can be done by using the supplied steel rail joiners 
which measure 150mm (SAJ1). Slide the rail joiner (SAJ1) 
approximately half way into the tee slot on the rear of 
rail, slide on the other rail until the ends join.  
Check that the rail joiner is central and tighten all 4 grub 
screws with the supplied HEXKEY (dia. 12d).

Fixing the aluminium side rails
The side rails are supplied in several sections, one 
of which is shorter than the others. Starting at one 
end of the polytunnel, take a short piece of rail 61cm 
(SABR0610) in length (dia. 12a), butt this up to the 
corner rail and bolt to the corner clamp (dia. 12c). Next, 
add a longer section of rail (SABR1530) and join this 
to the shorter rail using a rail joiner (dia. 12d). Where 
this longer rail overlaps the second hoop, two hexagon 
bolts from the intermediate clamps ICA25 should be 
placed in the tee slot (one each side of the hoop) and 
an intermediate curved pressing fi ed over these bolts 
and around the hoop (dia. 12e). When tightened, this 
will secure the rail to the hoop. Repeat this procedure by 
adding sections of rail along the length of the polytunnel 
until the side rail is complete.

The final se tion will have to be cut to length. When 
complete, cut off the ends of the orner rails in line with 
the side rail. The corners of the joined aluminium can be 
rather sharp, so its important that these are filed smooth

Now loosen the corner clamps and intermediate clamps 
and raise the side rail approximately 7cm off the round 
and re-tighten all the clamps. This will allow the cover to 
be tensioned later. Note that the aluminium corner rail 
will pivot on the door post bolt (dia. 12f).

7cm

Side Base 
rail

Hoop12f

Bracket

Nuts

Fixing bolt

Base rail

Hoop
12e

ICA25

Corner Base rail

Door post

12d SAJ1

HEXKEY

SAJ1
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Double side rail

13c

U profil
T  profil

Polythene

Inside

Outside

Netting

13a

If you have not ordered Side Ventilation Net 
please ignore this section.
Side Rail & Ventilation Net
If you have purchased a Side Ventilation Kit for your 
polytunnel then the polythene cover will be attached 
to this rail down one side (or both sides depending 
upon your order) of the polytunnel (dia. 13a). Along 
with the polythene cover, the ventilation net is also 
fi ed onto the side rail, this net should be fit ed prior 
to fitting the main over. This Aluminium rail is fi ed to 
the straight side of the framework at a height of your 
choice up to a maximum of 90cm from the base rail. 
The method of fixing the ail is similar to the method 
for fixing the luminium Base Rails - Section 12.  The 
notable differences are that the rails have double slots 
(DASR0610, DASR1530) and are joined using (SAJ1).

See previous section for fitting detail .

Fixing Ventilation Net
Parts Required: UPLAS, TPLAS, NEM0003

Now loosen the corner clamps and intermediate clamps 
and raise the side rail approximately 7cm from its current 
position and re-tighten all the clamps. This will allow the 
cover to be tensioned later. Note that the aluminium 
corner rail will pivot on the door post bolt (similar to 
dia. 12f). 
The net is fit ed into the bottom of the two slots on the 
side rail, from the door post along the side rail length and 
back around to the other door post. Ensure that the net 
comes beyond the door post, as the net will (later) be 
fi ed to the post. (dia. 13b). 
When using aluminium rails the net fi es into the slot 
on the outside of the rail and is held in place with two 
plastic in-fills (dia. 13c). The net must sit into the slot first
and then the ‘U’ plastic profile should be ge tly pressed 
into the slot in the side rail using a large fl t screwdriver, 
this will trap the cover in place.  
Finally, the ‘T’ plastic profile should be tapped i to the ‘U’ 
profile using a so t hammer or similar. Try to over lap any 
joints in the ‘U’ profile with the ‘T’ profile (dia. 13d).

13. Aluminium Side Ventilation

13d
'U' profile join

'T'  profile join

13b
Door post

Side base rail

Your net will ultimately fix o a base rail. Fitting the net 
to the base rail prior to fitting and ensioning the main 
polythene cover will cause the net to become ‘baggy’, so 
we suggest fitting the net o the base rail after the cover 
has been tensioned.

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V29
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Fitting the polythene 
Ideally this requires 2 people.

Check the ground for sharp objects, stones, sticks, etc 
which may damage the polythene cover. Choose a 
calm day and roll the cover out along the side of the 
polytunnel loosening any folds held together with static. 
Pull the cover over the framework from the side (one 
person at each end should be able to do this). Make sure 
the cover is central along both the length and the width 
of the polytunnel (dia. 14b).

NOTE:  Each face of the polythene sheet is 
identical; there is NOT a right or wrong side 
when choosing which face goes on the 
inside or outside of the structure.

The cover should reach approximately halfway down the 
door frames (dia. 14c). Don’t expect the polythene to 
reach the ground at the ends. 

14. Covering for Aluminium Base Rail

The cover should reach approximately halfway 
down the door frame the end panels adjacent 
to the door are covered by the excess polythene 
form the sides not from the top (dia. 14d).

Creating a Rebate
Parts Required: ODF, UPLAS, TPLAS, PM.

The cover of your polytunnel is trapped in a rebate with 
a timber batten. To create this rebate, timber battens 
(19mm x 38mm) are nailed around the outside of the 
door frame down each door post and across the door 
top. Cut the door top batten to length and nail in posi-
tion firs , making sure a nail is positioned each side of the 
door lintel and door post. Joint nails should be posi-
tioned where they will not hit the nails plates or ‘P’ clips 
(dia. 14a). Butt the battens for the door post up to the 
door top batten and nail in place. 

TIP
Although the polythene is very strong

and can withstand a lot of abuse, pulling and
stretching the cover can sometimes leave �nger

marks. To avoid this spoiling your polythene cover,
try to grip and pull the polythene somewhere that

you know will later be trimmed o� or
buried into the ground.

 
 

14c

14b

14d

14a

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V28
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14. Covering for Aluminium Base Rail continued

TIP
When nailing battens in position,

nails should be approximately 10cm apart and
each nail o�set right and left of centre to prevent the
batten from splitting. Start and �nish nailing no less

than 6cm from the end of each batten.

 
 

Fitting the polythene cover onto the  
Aluminium Base Rails
When using aluminium rails the polythene cover fi es 
into the slot on the outside of the rail and is held in place 
with two plastic in-fills (dia. 14h). 

The polythene must sit into the slot first and then the ‘U’ 
plastic profile should be ge tly pressed into the slot in 
the base rail using a large fl t screwdriver, this will trap 
the cover in place. (dia. 14i). 

Finally, the ‘T’ plastic profile should be tapped i to the ‘U’ 
profile using a so t hammer or similar. (dia. 14i)

Try to over lap any joints in the ‘U’ profile with the ‘T’ 
profile (dia. 14j).

Starting at the centre on one side and working to either 
end, fix the over into the aluminium.  The other side of 
the polytunnel has yet to be fi ed so simply pull enough 
to rid the cover from any creases and ripples (dia.14k).

Once one side of the polytunnel cover has been fi ed, 
repeat on the other side, using the same method. As the 
cover has been fi ed on the other side, more force can be 
applied to achieve a tight cover.

NOTE:  It is essential that the cover goes into 
the aluminium profile before any plastic infill is
inserted.

14h
Base rail

'U' profil 'T'  profil

Polythene

Inside Outside

14f

14g

15cm

Using the batten supplied, nail approximately 15cm of 
the batten either side of centre onto the door frame lintel 
trapping the cover under the batten previously placed on 
the door frame (dia. 14e). Do not nail the entire length of 
the batten to the frame at this stage.

Pull the cover tight along its length (dia. 14f). With 
another batten cut to length nail into position trapping 
the polythene in the rebate created on the door frame 
(dia. 14g). 

14e

15cm
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14j

14i
Base rail

'T'  profil

Polythene

14o

14. Covering for Aluminium Base Rail continued

14n

Having completed both sides, pull the cover around 
each corner and cut the polythene at 45° angle to the 
polytunnel frame (dia. 14l).

Pull the top door batten slightly away from the door 
frame (too much force may snap the batten) and start 
to pleat away from the centre, (the pleating effect starts
at the centre and begins to dissipate as you reach the 
straight side of the polytunnel hoop). If you gather too 
much or too little it will look odd so try and do a dry run 
(dia. 14m). Nail the remainder of the door top batten 
into the door frame trapping the cover securely. 

Repeat the procedure with the door post battens starting 
at the top and working down the post while pulling tight 
and pleating the polythene evenly (dia. 14n).

Fix the cover to the corner aluminium base rails using 
the method as described earlier in this section. When 
covering is complete, loosen the base rail clamps, push 
the base rail down and re-tighten the clamps to tension 
the cover (dia. 14o).

Trim off a y excess polythene.

14l

14m Top door 
batten

Door post 
batten

14k
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15. Timber Base Rails

Fixing timber Base Rails
Parts Required: NP3, CCT25, ICT25, TBR16, TBR18, 
TBR32. If you have purchased Base Rails for your 
polytunnel, the cover will be attached to this rail. It is 
important that you use anchor plates with this fixing 
method to prevent the polytunnel from lifting.

15a Nail Plate Joiners NP3 
47 x 75 x 3.2m TBR32 47 x 75 x 3.2m TBR32 

Corner rail  
47 x 75 x 1.6m 

TBR16 

Example of 25ft Polytunnel

Corner clamp CCT25 Intermediate clamp ICT 25 

Trim off any exces

NOTE: Although all the timber supplied is 
pressure treated (see page 52) and requires 
no further protection, to enhance the finished
product you can choose to stain the woodwork a 
colour of your choice.

Base rails are made up of timber rails measuring 47mm x 
75mm and maybe supplied in lengths of 1.8m and/
or 3.2m long (dia. 15a). They consist of four corner rails 
(TBR16). The corner rails fix from the Door Post to the 
Corner Hoop and onto the two side rails (which may be 
supplied in a number of lengths) (TBR32 & TBR18). 
The base rails fix along the length of the polytunnel, 
on the outside of the framework with the 47mm face 
towards the ground. On the end of the tunnel the base 
rails fit on the inside, so that the outer face is in line with 

the outside of the framework (dia. 15b). Position the 
bottom of the timber rail that is level with the joint on 
the foundation tube.

47 x 75 x 1.8m 
TBR18 

15c

TBR

NP3

15d

Fixing bolt
'U' bolt

Base rail

Corner bracketNuts

CCT35 Hoop

Arched 
pressing

15b Corner Rail

Side Base Rail

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V25
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15. Timber Base Rails continued

15f Door post Corner rail 
TBR16

For illustrative purposes only 4 
nails are shown

Creating a rebate on the base rails
Parts Required: TIB18, CN50.

The polythene cover is trapped in a rebate for added 
strength. This rebate is created by nailing a 19mm x 
38mm batten along the top edge of the outer face of 
the base rail (nails should be 20cm apart) (dia. 15g). 
Hammer nails in at an angle alternating as you go (one 
to the top and one to the bottom – this gives added 
strength and prevents the batten from splitting).

Remove the sharp corner on the base rails, so as not to 
damage the polythene (dia. 15h).

Now loosen the corner clamps and intermediate clamps 
and raise the side rail approximately 7cm off the round 
and re-tighten all the clamps. This will allow the cover to 
be tensioned later (dia. 15i).

If you have ordered ‘Side Ventilation’ then you are not 
required to raise the timber base rail.

15e

Base rail

Fixing bolt

Hoop

15i

7cm

Hoop

Door post
Side base rail

Corner base rail

Base rail

Hoop

Batten

15g

15h

Base rail at hoop Base rail at door post

If the rails for the base are supplied in more than one 
length they should be joined together using nail plates 
(NP3). Nail one on each side of the joint (dia. 15c) 
whilst supporting the other side fi mly, using all the nail 
holes. The base rails are fi ed to the hoops using ‘Corner 
Clamps’ (CCT25) and ‘Intermediate Clamps’ (ICT25).

To fit the base ail length to the corner hoop, use the 
corner clamp. A ‘U’ bolt is placed around the end hoop 
with the arched pressing placed over the threads. The 
slotted holes in the fl t plate corner bracket are then 
placed over the ‘U’ bolt threads on top of the pressing 
and attached with nuts (dia. 15d). The side base rail 
timbers are then drilled using a 9mm drill and bolted 
onto the outside of the corner clamp using bolts 
supplied, ensuring that the timber is fi ed with an 
overhang of 5cm (dia. 15b). 

When fitting the i termediate clamps (dia.15e), drill 
a 9mm hole in the side timber on each side of an 
intermediate hoop and place a bolt through each of 
these holes from the outside. An arched pressing is 
placed over the bolts and secured in place with nuts. 

The corner rail is bolted to the inside of the corner clamp 
using the same procedure as for the side rail  
(dia. 15b). 

Cut the corner rail so that the length can be fi ed to the 
side face of the door post. The corner rail is joined to 
the door post using a 6” nail and nail plates (NP3). Drill a 
4mm hole in the door post to line up with the centre of 
the corner rail, fix in position with a 6 nail. Strengthen 
the joint with a nail plate on each side, support the other 
side fi mly, using all the nail holes (dia. 15f).

Finally cut back the overhang on the side rail so it is level 
with the outside face of the corner rail.
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16. Timber Side Ventilation

NOTE: Although all the timber supplied is 
pressure treated (see page 52) and requires 
no further protection, to enhance the finished
product you can choose to stain the woodwork a 
colour of your choice.

16a

16b
Nail Plate Joiners NP3 

47 x 75 x 3.2m TBR32 47 x 75 x 3.2m TBR32 

Corner rail  
47 x 75 x 1.6m 

TBR16 

Example of 25ft polytunnel with timber side ventilation fitted to both sides

Corner clamp CCT25 Intermediate clamp ICT25 

Trim off any exces

47 x 75 x 1.8m 
TBR18 

If you have not ordered Timber Side Ventilation 
please ignore this section.

Side Rail & Ventilation Net
If you have purchased a Side Ventilation Kit for your 
polytunnel then the polythene cover will be attached to 
this rail down one side (or both sides depending upon 
your order) of the polytunnel (dia. 16a). Along with the 
polythene cover, the ventilation net is also fi ed onto the 
side rail, and this should be fit ed prior to fitting the main
cover. This timber rail is fi ed to the straight side of the 
framework at a height of your choice up to a maximum 
of 90cm from the base rail. 

16d

For illustrative purposes only 4 
nails are shown

16c

Corner Rail

Side Rail

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V26
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16. Timber Side Ventilation continued

Fixing timber Side Rails
Parts Required: NP3, CCT25, ICT25, TBR16, TBR18, TBR32. 

Side rails are made up of timber rails measuring 47mm 
x 75mm and maybe supplied in lengths of 1.8m and/or 
3.2m long (dia. 16b).
They consist of two (per side) corner rails (TBR16). The 
corner rails fix from the Door Post to the Corner Hoop 
and onto the two side rails, which may be supplied in a 
number of lengths (TBR32 & TBR18) (dia. 16b & 16c). 
These timber rails fix along the length of the polytunnel 
at a height of your choice up to maximum of 90cm from 
the base rail on the outside of the framework with the 
47mm face towards the ground. If the rails for the sides 
are supplied in more than one length they should be 
joined together using nail plates (NP3). Nail one on each 
side of the joint (dia. 16d) whilst supporting the other 
side firmly, using all the nail holes.

NOTE: When fixing the side ail to the hoops and 
door posts, try to ensure that the distance along 
the length between the side rail and base rail is 
equal in distance (dia. 16e) - and at a distance no 
greater than 90cm.

The side rails are fi ed to the hoops using ‘Corner Clamps’ 
(CCT25) and ‘Intermediate Clamps’ (ICT25).
To fit the side ail length to the corner hoop, use the 
corner clamp, a ‘U’ bolt is placed around the end hoop 
with the arched pressing placed over the threads.
The slotted holes in the fl t plate corner bracket are then 
placed over the ‘U’ bolt threads on top of the pressing 
and attached with nuts (dia. 16f).
The side rail timbers are then drilled using a 9mm drill 
and bolted onto the corner clamp using bolts supplied, 
ensuring that the timber is fi ed with an overhang of 5cm. 
When fitting the i termediate clamps (dia. 16g), 
drill a 9mm hole in the side timber on each side of an 
intermediate hoop and place a bolt through each of 
these holes from the outside. An arched pressing is 
placed over the bolts and secured in place with nuts. 
The corner rail is bolted to the inside of the corner clamp 
using the same procedure as for the side rail  
(dia. 16h). 

Cut the side rail corner so that the length can be fi ed 
to the side face of the door post. The side rail corner is 
joined to the door post using a 6” nail and nail plates 
(NP3). Drill a 6mm hole in the door post to line up with 
the centre of the side rail corner, fix in position with a
6”nail. Strengthen the joint with a nail plate on each side, 
support the other side fi mly, using all the nail holes  
(dia. 16i).

16g

Base rail

ICT35

Fixing bolts

Hoop

16f

Fixing bolt

'U' bolt

Flat plate corner 
bracket

Nuts

Hoop

To door 
post

Base rail length

Arched Pressing

16e

16i Door 
post

Side rail corner 
TBR16

16h
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16. Timber Side Ventilation continued

Creating a rebate on the side rails
Parts Required: TIB18, CN50.

The polythene cover is trapped in a rebate for added 
strength. This rebate is created by nailing a 19mm x 
38mm batten along the top edge of the outer face of the 
side rail (nails should be 20cm apart) (dia. 16k). Hammer 
nails on an angle alternating as you go (one to top and 
one to the bottom – this gives added strength and 
prevents the batten from splitting). This has also fit ed 
the polythene panels, polythene screen and net properly.

Remove the sharp corner on the side rails, so as not to 
damage the polythene (dia. 16l).

Your net will ultimately fix o a base rail.  Fitting the net 
to the base rail prior to fitting and ensioning the main 
polythene cover will cause the net to become ‘baggy’, so 
we suggest fitting the net o the base rail after the cover 
has been tensioned.

If you are fitting a Side Ventilation Screen, go to section 
17 now – DO NOT raise the side rail or create the rebate.

Now loosen the corner clamps and intermediate clamps 
and raise the side rail approximately 7cm form its current 
position and re-tighten all the clamps. This will allow the 
cover to be tensioned later (dia. 16i).

Fixing Ventilation Net 
Parts Required: NEM0003.

The net should now be stapled along the timber side 
rail from the door post along the side rail length and 
back around to the other door post.  Ensure that the net 
comes beyond the door post as the net will (later) be 
fixed to the post (dia. 16j).

16m

Side rail at hoop Side rail at door post

16k
Side rail

End hoop

Side rail

Hoop

Batten

16l

Netting

16j Hoop

Door post

Length side  rail

Corner side rail 7cm
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Fixing Track and Gear Winder
Parts Required: SSF, TRACK12.

The winder comes in the bag SSF and needs to be 
assembled. Start by pushing a bolt through the top and 
bottom holes, screw a nut on each and tighten. Screw a 
bogie onto each bolt with the smaller threaded hole first
(dia 17c). Do not screw the bogies on fully, leave a 1cm 
clearance gap. (dia 17c detail). 

Decide which end of the tunnel you wish to have the 
winder then bolt on the assembly accordingly making 
sure that the handle is in the top position (dia 17d).

17. Side Ventilation Screen

Ventilation screens cannot operate around corners, and 
as a consequence, the ends of the polytunnel adjacent to 
the doors will be fit ed with polythene panels (dia. 17a). 
You should have arrived at this section after you have 
fit ed both your base rails and timber side rails although 
the section for creating the rebate for the side rail should 
not be performed.

Fixing Vertical Timber Post
Parts Required: SSF, TBR16.

A timber post 47mm x 75mm 1.6m long (TBR16) should 
be cut to fit be ween the base rail and the side rail 
200mm from each corner and screwed in position to the 
side/base rails using the right angled brackets (dia. 17b). 

NOTE: The corner polythene panel is fit ed to the 
corner post so there will be a gap between the 
corner post and the ventilation screen.

17a

Polythene end 
panels 

Polythene screen 
(in halfway position)

Net panel

17d

17b

Corner
post

Angle 
bracket

Stop

Bogies

Face plate

17c
1cm

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V27
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17. Side Ventilation Screen continued

Measure and cut the winder track to fit be ween the side 
rail and base rail. 

Slide the winder down into the track and screw into 
position on the inside of the corner post (dia 17e), 
ensuring that the track is screwed to the inner edge of 
the post. 

Fitting Side Polythene Corner Panels, 
Polythene Screen and Net
Parts Required: PP3, PM0027, NEM0004.

The polythene corner panel (PP3) should be stapled 
along the timber side rail from the door post to the point 
where the vertical timber post is fit ed. Ensure that the 
polythene panel comes beyond the post as it will (later) 
be fi ed to this post. Use the edge of the post to cut the 
poly panel to create a straight edge (dia. 17f).

The polythene screen (PM0027) can now be fit ed to the 
side rail the screen will not be fi ed to the post, but again 
using the edge of the vertical post, trim the polythene to 
create a straight edge (dia. 17g) , being careful not to cut 
the polythene panel (PP3), already fit ed.

Finally staple the net to the side rail and again ensure 
that the net comes beyond the vertical post as the net 
will (later) be fi ed to the post. (dia. 17h).

17f

17g

17h

17e
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NOTE: Please note should you wish to drop the 
rail further for even more tension, you can. 
However the corner post will need shortening.  
We advise total removal of the post, removal of 
one angle bracket, dropping  the rail further and 
then recutting the post to fi .

17. Side Ventilation Screen continued

17m

17k

Create a Rebate on the Side Rails
Parts Required: TIB18, CN50.

The polythene cover is trapped in a rebate for added 
strength. This rebate is created by nailing a 19mm x 
38mm batten along the top edge of the outer face of the 
side rail (nails should be 20cm apart) (dia. 17i). Hammer 
nails on an angle alternating as you go (one to top and 
one to the bottom – this gives added strength and 
prevents the batten from splitting).  This has also fit ed 
the polythene panels, polythene screen and net properly. 
Remove the two sharp corners on the corner side rails, so 
as not to damage the polythene (dia. 17j).

Unscrew the screws on the bottom of the vertical 
post. (dia. 17k). Now loosen the corner clamps and 
intermediate clamps and raise the side rail approximately 
7cm off the round and re-tighten all the clamps. This 
will allow the cover to be tensioned later (dia. 17l).

You are now required to fix the main over, as described 
in section 18. However all references to the base rail 
will in fact be referring to the side rail.

Once the main cover has been fi ed and the side rail 
dropped the vertical post will be back in position and 
ready for re-fixin . 

Side rail

Hoop

Batten

17i

Netting

Fitting Blind Tube to Gear Winder
Parts Required: 25/152PP, 25/157PS, 
TIB18, CRANKHANDLE.

The blind tubes are supplied in several 
sections.

Taking one of the 25mm diameter blind tubes  
(25/152PP) and at a plain end drill a 5mm hole through 
the tube 70mm from the end. Slide the tube over the 
winder drive pin, line up the holes and bolt together 
with the bolt and lock nut. Push the winder drive pin into 
the square drive hole in the winder (dia 17m). 

The remaining blind tubes should be slotted together, 
and cut to fit be ween the winder and the other corner 
post leaving a gap of 25mm at that end. 
Finally secure all the tubes together with a self drill screw 
(SDS55).

17j

Side rail at hoop Side rail at door post

17l
To door 
post

7cm
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17. Side Ventilation Screen continued

Fixing the Polythene Screen to the 
Blind Tube
Parts Required: TUBECLIP, TIB18.

The polythene screen is fi ed to the blind tube through 
the use of the clips.  In order to aid fixing it is advisable
to trim the polythene approx 30cm beyond the base rail 
(dia. 17n). The polythene screen should also be trimmed 
in line with the start and end of the blind tube.  

Working from the gear winder end, roll the polythene 
screen under and around the blind tube, push one of the 
retaining clips onto the blind tube (dia 17o). Proceed 
along the length of the tunnel fitting etaining clips 
behind each of the hoops, while pulling the polythene 
around the blind tube (dia 17o detail). Finally fit the
remaining clips in a position halfway between each 
hoop.

A piece of timber batten 19mm x 38mm (TIB18) should 
be nailed onto the outer face of the corner upright in 
order to push the net away a little to allow the winder 
to move easier, this should be done from the inside (dia 
17p).

Slide the hook onto the handle of the gear winder 
and turn, the gear winder should rise and fall as the 
ventilation screen opens and closes. (dia 17q).

Final Batten Fixing
Parts Required: TIB18, CN50.

With the blind now operational you can now finally fi
the net and corner polythene panels to the vertical post 
and the base rail.  A single batten fixed to the base rail
will suffice for fixing the net and corner polythene pane
The corner polythene panel will also need fixing to the
door post (dia 17r), the batten should be fixed to the
edge of the vertical post closest to the corner hoop . 
Finally trim off any excess polythene and net

17n

30cm

17q

17o

17p

17r
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Fitting the polythene 
Ideally this requires 2 people.

Check the ground for sharp objects, stones, sticks, etc 
which may damage the polythene cover. Choose a 
calm day and roll the cover out along the side of the 
polytunnel loosening any folds held together with static. 
Pull the cover over the framework from the side (one 
person at each end should be able to do this). Make sure 
the cover is central along both the length and the width 
of the polytunnel (dia. 18b).

NOTE:  Each face of the polythene sheet is 
identical; there is NOT a right or wrong side 
when choosing which face goes on the 
inside or outside of the structure.

The cover should reach approximately halfway down the 
door frames (dia. 18c). Don’t expect the polythene to 
reach the ground at the ends.

NOTE: The cover should reach approximately 
halfway down the door frame the end panels 
adjacent to the door are covered by the excess 
polythene form the sides not from the top 
(dia. 18d).

18. Covering for Timber Base Rails

Creating a Rebate
Parts Required: ODF, TIB18, PM, CN50.

The cover of your polytunnel is trapped in a rebate with 
a timber batten. To create this rebate, timber battens 
(19mm x 38mm) are nailed around the outside of the 
door frame down each door post and across the door 
top. Cut the door top batten to length and nail in 
position firs , making sure a nail is positioned each side 
of the door lintel and door post. Joint nails should be 
positioned where they will not hit the nails plates or ‘P’ 
clips (dia. 18a). Butt the battens for the door post up to 
the door top batten and nail in place. 

TIP
Although the polythene is very strong

and can withstand a lot of abuse, pulling and
stretching the cover can sometimes leave �nger

marks. To avoid this spoiling your polythene cover,
try to grip and pull the polythene somewhere that

you know will later be trimmed o� or
buried into the ground.

 
 

18d

18c

18b

18a

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V28
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Fixing the polythene cover onto the Timber 
Base Rail
The cover is placed over the rebate batten on the base 
rails and trapped with a further batten (19mm x 38mm) 
(TIB18) placed directly underneath (dia. 18h). 
Using nails spaced at 10cm apart this will trap the cover 
in place (dia. 18i). 

Starting at the centre on one side and working to either 
end, fix the over into the rebate.  The other side of the 
polytunnel has yet to be fi ed so simply pull enough to 
rid the cover from any creases and ripples (dia. 18j).

Once one side of the polytunnel cover has been fi ed, 
repeat on the other side using the same method. As the 
cover has been fi ed on the other side, more force can be 
applied to achieve a tight cover.

2nd batten

18h
Polythene

TIP
When nailing battens in position,

nails should be approximately 10cm apart and
each nail o�set right and left of centre to prevent the
batten from splitting. Start and �nish nailing no less

than 6cm from the end of each batten.

 
 

18f

18. Covering for Timber Base Rails continued

Polythene

18i

Trim off
excess
Polythene

18g

15cm

Using the batten supplied, nail approximately 15cm of 
the batten either side of centre onto the door frame lintel 
trapping the cover under the batten previously placed on 
the door frame (dia. 18e). Do not nail the entire length of 
the batten to the frame at this stage. 

Pull the cover tight along its length (dia. 18f). With 
another batten cut to length nail into position trapping 
the polythene in the rebate created on the door frame 
(dia. 18g). 

18e

15cm
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18. Covering for Timber Base Rails continued

18n

18m

18l

Having completed both sides, pull the cover around 
each corner and cut the polythene at 45° angle to the 
polytunnel frame (dia. 18k).

Fixing the end panel
Pull the top door batten slightly away from the door 
frame (too much force may snap the batten) and start 
to pleat away from the centre, (the pleating effect starts
at the centre and begins to dissipate as you reach the 
straight side of the polytunnel). If you gather too much 
or too little it will look odd so try and do a dry run  
(dia. 18l). Nail the remainder of the door top batten into 
the door frame trapping the cover securely. 

Repeat the procedure with the door post battens starting 
at the top and working down the post while pulling tight 
and pleating the polythene evenly (dia. 18m).

Fix the cover to the corner timber base rails using the 
method as described earlier in this section.

When covering is complete, loosen the base rail clamps, 
push the base rail down and re-tighten the clamps to 
tension the cover (dia. 18n).

Trim off a y excess polythene.

18k

Top door 
batten

Door post 
batten

18j
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Fixing Door Track to Door frame
Parts Required: SDFK1, DPA1, ADRT14 or ADRT18, TIB18.

The door track is bolted through the lower batten and 
the lintel after the tunnel has been covered (dia. 19a). 
With a 9mm bit, pre-drill 2 holes 150mm from each end 
and 2 evenly spaced in between, each hole should be 
level and go through both the batten and lintel. Care 
should be taken when drilling so that the polythene 
under the second batten is not torn. In the case of a 
double sliding door then two rails need fixing ARDT14). 
These should be joined together using a steel joiner 
SAJ1. Slide the rail joiner (SAJ1) approximately half way 
into the tee slot on the rear of track, slide on the other 
track until the ends join. Check that the rail joiner is 
central and tighten all 4 grub screws with the supplied 
HEXKEY (dia. 19b).

Slide 4 bolts into the slot at the back of the door track, 
line up the bolts with the holes and bolt into position 
with a large washer and nut (dia. 19c). Before finally
tightening the nuts slide the track along until one end is 
flush with the door post (unless its a double door), the
door track should extend beyond the lintel, on the side 
where the sliding door support rail was fi ed (dia. 19d). 
Push the corner protectors onto each end of the track 
(dia. 19c). 
Nail an extra batten vertically to the outside of the door 
post, and then one horizontally to the outside of the 
sliding door support (dia. 19e). This will stop the door 
from catching on the pleats of the polythene. 
To check that the door fits orrectly slide the door wheels 
into position along the door track. Adjust the door to 
the correct height and level by tighten or loosening 
the wheel assembly. If the door needs to be shortened, 
remove from the track and unscrew the bottom rail. Cut 
the door legs to the required size and replace the bottom 
rail.

19. Fitting the Sliding Door Assembly

19c

19a

19e

Battens

19d

Support rail

Door 
track
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19h Top

Bottom

Completing Door Assembly 
At each corner across the joint on one side of the door, 
nail a metal plate using the twisted nails (dia. 19f and 
19g) and one across each of the centre joints.

Door Covering 
Parts Required: SDFK1, PP2, TIB18.
Tack the polythene panel to the door (on the side 
without the metal plates), a staple gun comes in handy 
here. Try and get some tension on the panel to avoid 
any creases or wrinkles. Finally, hold the panel in place 
by nailing battens around the frame (dia. 19h) and then 
trim off the aste polythene.

Door Stop
Parts Required: SDFK1.

The door stop is bolted in position after the door has 
been slid in one at each end of the track, on double 
doors there are also 2 x stops in the middle of the track 
(dia. 19j). Assemble the door stop by screwing the bolt 
through the bracket and into the rubber stop (dia. 19k 
detail). Slide into the slot on the door track. If you are 
using double doors slid in 2 x stops up to the middle. 
Slide in the door/doors making sure that the wheel 
assembly bumper is to the outside (dia. 19i). Slide in the 
outside stop and tighten the bolt. Adjust each stop by 
releasing , sliding along and retightening until the door 
stop in the required position.

Sliding Door Rail Guide 
Parts Required: SDRG, SDFK1, DFPP.

Assemble the door guide by screwing on the nut/washer 
onto the threaded rod with the washer to the top, slide 
on the roller and secure with the lock nut  
(dia. 19l detail). You might need to hold the rod in a vice 
etc. to hold it tight while screwing on the lock nut. Do 
not tighten the nut completely, allow the roller to turn. 
Where the door passes the door post position the door 
drop spike. Making sure it is upright drive the guide into 
the ground (dia. 19l). If you have a hard base use a door 
frame post plate (dia. 19l detail) and fix as desc ibed in 
Section 10.

19j

19. Fitting the Sliding Door Assembly continued

19k

19i
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19. Fitting the Sliding Door Assembly continued

19m 19n

Buried 
tube

9cm

Door Drop Spike
Parts Required: SDFK1, DDS.

Bolt the 2 x angled brackets to the door 9 cm up from 
the bottom, with the slot at the top (dia. 19m). Close the 
door to the required position, slide the drop spike down 
through both brackets and mark the position on the 
ground. 

Open the door and bury the tube in the required 
position (dia. 19n).

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V32
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21. Fixing Hoops to Foundation Tubes

Parts Required: SDS55, DB73946. 

To stop the polytunnel from lifting you will need to fix
the hoops to the Foundation Tubes.

Using a drill with the supplied Socket (DB73946) screw 
together the two tubes, the screws will drill their own 
hole and tap themselves into position.

Please be careful not to strip the thread by over 
tightening.

TIP
 

 
The screws are designed to drill their

own hole. The method we �nd best is to start 
slowly and once the drill tip of the screw has 

begun to bite into the tube, press home �rmly 
and increase speed.  

You may �nd drilling a small pilot hole �rst 
may prove helpful if you still continue 

to struggle. 

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V43
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Repair Tape
Parts Required: TA0004, TA0005, TA0006.

Small tears and splits can be repaired through the use 
of polythene repair tape. If you own a polytunnel it is 
also worth having a few rolls of repair tape in your shed 
drawer as prompt repair of tears/splits will help your 
cover last its full term.

The surface of the polythene should be dry and clean 
prior to fixing the tap . The polythene around the area 
of the tear/split should be pulled back together and 
then the tape should be placed along the length of 
the tear/split, and then further shorter pieces placed 
perpendicular to the first pie e (similar to a suture).

If possible this process should be performed on both the 
inside and outside of the polytunnel.

Various sizes of Repair Tape can be purchased from First 
Tunnels.

22. Repairing Polythene

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V63
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23. FAQs

What orientation is best?  
If you are lucky and have a choice, and you are prone to heavy winds, then we would advise positioning the polytunnel 
where it will have the most protection, ie next to a wall, hedge, tree-line, etc.  If this isn’t possible it is advisable to 
position the length of the polytunnel into the prevailing wind.  From a growing perspective it is generally accepted that 
a North to South orientation will generate slightly lower temperatures than East to West where the sun tracks across the 
long side of the polytunnel.

Is it worth using windbreaks to protect the Polytunnel? 
Polytunnels are very robust structures and due to this have been widely adopted by many growers.  However a 
Polytunnel is not a bomb shelter and severe gusts are still the most likely cause of damage.  As polythene ages, the more 
delicate it becomes and any extra protection you can give it by way of a windbreak will pay dividends - and peace of 
mind.

I’m fitting my Polytunnel with one end facing the prevailing wind.  Should I fit extra catche
If you are positioning your polytunnel on an exposed site, then you may want to consider fitting extra door furniture
to ensure that the doors remain firmly closed.  Extra tower bolts and drop bolts would certainly help prevent the doors
being damaged. 

Can Polytunnels be built on a Slope? 
Our polytunnels can accommodate a slope providing it isn’t too excessive.  If the slope is along its width then the 
foundation tubes on the lower side can be left protruding out of the ground by a maximum of 15cm.  If the slope is 
more than this then you would need to have extended foundation tubes to ensure that there is enough tube fixed
into the ground, please contact the office. For slopes along the length, then the polytunnel can be constructed a
normal ensuring that the hoops are kept vertical.  It may be necessary to clear some earth from the bottom end of the 
polytunnel to allow the door to open inwards.

Can I shrink the size of polytunnel once delivered? 
I’m afraid it is not possible to alter the width of you chosen polytunnel but it is possible to shorten the length by setting 
the hoops closer together.  The central ridge will require to be shortened and you may find it necessary to shorten
stabilisers, etc. 

Do doors open inwards or outwards?
The doors are designed to open inward or outwards. However, if fitting the door opening outwards is the only
alternative, this can be performed after the main cover has been fitted. Detailed instructions for switching can be found
in the construction guide.

I’m struggling using the ‘Self drill screws’ for joining the metal tubes.  Is their a ‘knack’ to it?  
The screws are designed to drill their own hole.  The method we find best is to start slowly and once the drill tip of the
screw has begun to bite into the tube, press home firmly and increase speed.  You may find drilling a small pilot hol
first may prove helpful if you still continue to struggle

I don’t want net panels in my door. Can I fit polythene instead  
You will find that your polytunnel becomes very hot in the summer and so we provide net panels for the top of the
doors to aid ventilation. If you wish to substitute the net with polythene, you will probably find surplus polythene that
can be used to screen off the net, once the main cover has been fitted. We also sell door ventilation blind  
If you have a polytunnel with sliding doors, then these can only be covered in polythene. 

When I’ve opened my packs of timber I’ve noticed a type of fungus on the surface.  
This is quite natural.  The treatment process undergone by the timber causes many wood nutrients to rise to the surface 
whereupon fungus sometimes appears.  It is entirely superficial and a wipe with a damp cloth or exposure to the natural
elements will eradicate the fungus.  

I have opened a pack of timber and I’ve found some timber battens have snapped in two.  Do I still have enough?
Although we take every effort to ensure that the timber supplied is free from any serious knots or other defects, timber
is a natural product and not all such blemishes are identified.  Due to the size, timber fixing battens are more liable t
such defects and as a consequence you may find a number, that have snapped in two. Many offending defects can b
cut out, and then simply use the ‘smaller than norm’ battens’ as you would with a 1.8m length, in fact, it is positively 
easier to work with shorter battens when fixing the cover

When I try slotting a tube together (plain to swage), I find it very tight and difficu   
The tube has an internal weld and, although very rare it can be ‘rough and raised’ and makes slotting the tube together 
trickier than normal. Filing the weld should solve the problem.
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23. FAQs continued

Firsttunnels.co.uk/V11
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I have base rails, but was wondering if I could still bury the polythene that is surplus?
Burying surplus polythene would ensure that any gaps under the base rail will be sealed and will also reduce pest 
intrusion.

Why am I still getting condensation in my Polytunnel?

Water will always condense on the film surface if there is moisture in the polytunnel atmosphere and the outside 
temperature is cold enough. Condensation will be increased if the relative humidity is high, which can be influenced 
by the plants which transfer water vapour from the soil to the air through their leaves. Ventilation or heating may be 
necessary to remove moisture from the polytunnel.

I have fitted my cover and dropped the base rails and yet the polythene has very pronounced folds.  Should I b  
worrying about these?
The smallest width of polythene is 24ft, thus folds are a necessary and unavoidable requirement in order to facilitate 
transportation. A cover failing on a fold before its lifetime is reached, tends to suggest movement of the polythene (not 
tight).  Your cover once fitted should be drum tight! 

A claim for a replacement cover, due to premature failure will result in a request from the polythene manufacturer, for 
photographic evidence of the cover tension. We suggest taking a number of photographs demonstrating the tautness of 
the film shortly after construction.

What do I have to do during periods of snow
We recommend that any snow be cleared from your tunnel as any access weight can tear the polythene. On small 
tunnels a soft broom can be used to wipe off the snow. With large tunnels, a rope over the tunnel can be used, with a 
person at each end of the rope, walk along the length of the tunnel using the rope to dislodge the snow. You could also 
increase the temperature within the tunnel, this will allow the snow to slide off.

I’m planning to perform the construction at a weekend, but might need some technical support.
We strongly urge you to read through the instructions prior to beginning construction. Mentally building your 
polytunnel and identifying each component prior to actual construction will usually identifying any shortcomings in the 
instructions and/or damages/shortages.  It also helps the process of assembly and gives you the opportunity to contact 
us with any query you have at a time we are open.

If you are experiencing problems with your polytunnel construction or just need a little bit of technical support, you can 
contact us or use the telephone 01282 601253 9am - 5pm Monday to Friday and 07801 601253 at the weekend (please 
note that this service is not available over the Christmas period and Bank Holidays). This allows you to talk directly with 
one of our constructors, ask there expert opinion, get the answer and complete your construction.



24. Polythene Information Sheet

Discount

Failure in 1st year 100%

Failure in 2nd year 80%

Failure in 3rd year 60%

Failure in 4th year 40%

Failure in 5th year 20%

■ Type of polythene (ie, Clear, Thermal or White)
■ Date polythene was purchased
■ Date polythene was installed
■ Size of polythene sheet (width and length)
■ Date when problem was noticed
■ Invoice number
■ Description of the problem
■ You will also be required to provide a written letter

and photograph(s) of the fault.

Recommendations & Conditions

The way in which polytunnel films a e handled, installed 
and looked after, can greatly influen e the lifetime of 
the film and its e ectiveness in use. The following gives 
recommendations of use, and factors, which will limit the 
life of the polytunnel film and the efore the extent of our 
guarantee.

Prior to fitting the polytunnel film, it should be ored 
away from heat and light – preferably indoors, in the 
original wrapping. If outside, cover the polythene with 
an opaque heat refle ting tarpaulin. Film should be used 
within 12 months of purchase.

Heaters must be placed so that hot air is directed away 
from the film

The metal structure must be insulated from the film with
good quality anti-hot spot tape. The lifetime of anti-hot 
spot tape is not likely to be more than ten years, so new 
tape will be needed for the second or third cladding. Old 
tape may have breaks in the foam or in the polyester 
facing, and this should certainly be replaced.

Avoid excessive use of pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, 
fertilisers, etc. Avoid chemicals coming into direct 
contact with the film, or example by spray drift. 
Agrochemicals can interact with the UV stabilising 
systems and deactivate them with the risk of premature 
failure. Chemicals containing sulphur or chlorine have 
been found to be the most harmful in this respect. 
Ensure that structures are free from corrosion, as this will 
adversely affect the life of the film. ron contamination 
from rusted structures acts as a photo-degradation 
promoter. In the event of failure, evidence of high levels 
of sulphur, chlorine or iron will invalidate the guarantee.

It is regretted that it is not possible to give compensation 
for consequential claims.

Polythene Care
A cleaning agent called Algon is ideal for cleaning covers.

Repairing holes in the tunnel can be done with repair 
tape

Both are available from First Tunnels.

Introduction

Polythene is a fl xible membrane, which is used to 
create a micro-climate in which plants grow better than 
they would if they were unprotected. Polytunnels not 
only allow you to grow crops which are from a more 
temperate climate, but also to grow crops earlier in the 
year, and later in the year, so lengthening the growing 
season.

Modern polythene films a e extruded and are made up 
from 3 layers with different fil ers in each layer. This is one 
of the reasons they are incredibly strong and can often 
be stretched more than 500% before they break.

We are committed to providing the highest standard of 
product and service to our customers. We will continue 
to invest in the latest technology and use materials best 
suited to meet the needs of the grower.

Our Quality Policy is to aim to deliver defect free 
products and services that conform, every time, to the 
requirements agreed with our customers.

Guarantee
The polythene sheet supplied is guaranteed for 5 years 
against breaking down through exposure to sunlight.

However, if it is correctly applied to the structure, 
it is not uncommon to get 7 or even 10 years out 
of a cover. In the unlikely event that you have been 
supplied a defective cover we will give you another 
cover completely free if it fails in the first ear. The only 
manufacturing defect however where this is likely to 
happen is where the fold splits. However you are not 
covered if the fold splits and the cover is not tight.

After the first ear we will give you a new cover less the 
amount of use you have had from it already. i.e. the cover 
is guaranteed for 60 months and if you have used it for 
24 months you will have to pay a fi th of the cost towards 
the cost of a new cover.

In the event of the premature failure, the following 
discounts will be given on the purchase of a replacement 
film

To register a claim, contact the polythene supplier from 
whom the film as purchased and have the following 
information available:
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25. Pressure Treated Timber Information Sheet

Handling Precautions

When working with timber, wear gloves to protect 
the skin against abrasions and splinters. Any cuts and 
abrasions should be protected by a waterproof dressing. 
When power-sawing and machining, wear goggles to 
protect the eyes from flying particles. Wear a dust mask 
and, whenever possible, perform these operations 
outdoors to avoid accumulations of airborne sawdust. 
Avoid frequent or prolonged inhalation of sawdust. 
Consult HSE Guide EH40, 2002 for further information 
on exposure controls to wood dust. In order to prevent 
injury, care should be taken when lifting or moving 
timber.

Personal Hygiene

After handling or working with treated timber all 
exposed skin should be washed before commencing 
other activities, especially eating, drinking, smoking or 
going to the toilet. If sawdust accumulates on clothes, 
clean them before reuse. Launder heavily soiled clothes 
separately from other household wash items.

End Use Considerations

TANALISED® E pressure treated timber can be used in 
internal and external building application and outdoors, 
in ground contact or above the ground, without any 
need for further protection. It should not be used where 
it may come into contact with drinking water or for food 
preparation surfaces/structures or containers for storage, 
or in circumstances where the preservative may become 
a component of food or animal feed.

It is best practice to prepare the timber as fully as 
possible prior to treatment to ensure best results.

If any cutting, notching or drilling is made to the 
timber following treatment then any exposed surfaces 
should be liberally swabbed with ENSELE® end grain 
preservative to maintain the integrity of the treatment.

On-site Precautions

All sawdust and construction debris should be cleaned 
up and disposed of after construction.

Waste Disposal

TANALISED® E pressure treated timber is not classified as 
special or hazardous waste.

Post treatment processing wastes, such as sawdust and 
off-cuts, must not be used for animal litter or bedding.

TANALISED® E pressure treated wood should not be used 
for fuel in barbecues, cooking stoves or grates. Small 
quantities (less than 0.5 tonnes) can be burnt in the 
open with due care and attention to your neighbours 
Householders should preferably dispose of the timber, 
sawdust or ash through the ordinary waste collection 
service or at a local authority amenity/disposal site

Any waste timber, sawdust or redundant timber from 
commercial or industrial use (e.g. construction sites) 
should preferably be recycled by reuse, or disposed of 
to an authorised landfill or to a correctly controlled and 
approved waste incinerator.
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FSC® Certified Member

Our policy is only to use timber materials from reputable 
and sustainable suppliers. To this end we have become an 
FSC® certified member. First Tunnels and FSC® are 
committed to the promotion of responsible forest 
management.
The FSC® system is backed by a range of environmental 
organisations. These include WWF, Green Peace, The 
National Trust, The Woodland Trust and The Soil 
Association.



26. Parts
Parts and Quantities depend on the options ordered and length of Polytunnel

Q Clip

Q25

Ridge Clamp

R2525

Intermediate Clamp for Timber

ICT 25

Intermediate Clamp for Aluminium

ICA25

Corner Clamp for Timber

CCT25

Corner Clamp for Aluminium

CCA25

Nail Plate Joiners

NP3

P Clip

P25

Batten Nails 50mm (pack)

CN50

Tube Clamp

EX25

Aluminium Rail Joiners

SAJ1

Bolt for Aluminium Rail/Track

DPA1
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Parts and Quantities depend on the options ordered and length of Polytunnel

26. Parts continued

Assembly Kit for Door Frames

DFAK1

Door Frame Post Plates

DFPP

Door Furniture Kit

DDFK1

Winder Assembly and Handle

SSF and CRANKHAN

Base Plates

BP0001 & LB825/CS850

Anchor Plate

AP25

Winder Track

TRACK 12

Hoops

IHS4

IHP4

OHS2

Sliding Door Fixing Kit 

SDFK1

Sliding Door Support Rail Fixing Kit 

SDSRF25

Tube Screws, Socket and Hexkey

SDS55, DB73946, HEXKEY

Door Drop Spike and Door Drop 
Housing Tube 

DDS, DDHT
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26. Parts continued

Corner Stabilisers

25/157FP

25/50FS

Door Rails / Crop Bars

25/157FP

25/50FS

Storm Stays

25/30FF

Staging Supports

25/76FP

25/30FF
25/76FF
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Aluminium Base Rails and Plastic Lock

SABR0610, SABR1530, 
UPLAS, TPLAS

Timber Base Side Rails

TBR16, TBR18, TBR32, 
TIB18

Parts and Quantities depend on the options ordered and length of Polytunnel

Double Aluminium Side Rails and 
Plastic Lock

DASR0610, DASR1530, 
UPLAS, TPLAS

Crop Bars & Vertical Brace

25/157FP

25/50FS

25/30FF90°

Standard Ridge

25/152PP, 25/157PS

Foundation Tubes

25/50PS

Timber Inner Door

SID, WID

Timber Outer Door Frame

ODF
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Anti Hot Spot Tape

TA0001

Polythene

PM

Side Ventilation Netting

NEM0004

26. Parts continued

Repair Tape

TA0004, TA0005, TA0006

Silver Protection Tape

SPT1

Door Polythene

PP2

1m x 1.5m

Door Netting

Parts and Quantities depend on the options ordered and length of Polytunnel 

TBR18, TIB18 25/152PP, 25/157PS,  NP1

1m x 0.75m

Polythene Corner Panel

PP3

1.5m x 2.5m

Polythene Side Screen

PM0027

Sliding Door Support Rail Blind Tube and Tube Clips

TUBECLIP

Aluminium Door Rail Track

ADRT14, ADRT18
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26. Parts continued

Sliding Door Rail Guide

SDRG

Parts and Quantities depend on the options ordered and length of Polytunnel

SA1, SATB

Screw Anchor, Screw Anchor Turning Bar
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Polytunnel Diagonal Calculator

FirstTunnels.co.uk/Diagonal

It is important to ensure that when setting the 
corner foundations of the polytunnel that the 
base is set square, this can be achieved by 
ensuring that both diagonal measurements, from 
corner to corner are equal - This measurement 
differs for each length of polytunnel.  We have 
listed the diagonal values for each polytunnel 
length below. Measurements provided have 
been taken from tube centres.

We have created an online calculator, helpful if 
you are constructing a polytunnel that differs 
from our standard range.
FirstTunnels.co.uk/Diagonal

Using the example size below, a 12ft x 30ft would 
have diagonals that equal 9.85m.
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30ft

9.85m (c)

Tunnel length (b)

9.85m (c)
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H E L P I N G  H A N D S

Share your gardening pictures and videos, post hints, tips and experiences. 
PLUS... find out mo e about our online gardening community.

Construction videos at your finger tips..

Using the latest QR code* technology we have
updated all our construction guides to give
you instant access to all our construction videos.

No typing, no searching for the right video,
just a simple scan (1) of the code with your smart
phone and you’ll be instantly connected to that
construction video (2). Perfect for when you’re
outdoors and could do with the reassurance of
seeing what you’ve got to do next.

1

2
.

* QR software is a widely available FREE app.

Wifi or internet connection required.




